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STIMMARY

Due to the increase in welfare that took place after World War l l, rnany Dutch people
could afford a car. The fleet ofcars has kept increasing since then. The increase in the Íleet of
cars not only has led to an increase in mobil ity but also to an increase in fatal trafïc accidents
In reaction to this, cars and the road system were improved. arnong others in terms of saÍèty
belts. traffic signs and guard-rail Behavioral modiflcation has been used as well Examples are
carnpaigns against drunk driving and in Íàvour of the use of salety belts These actions led to a
drop in the number of fatal traffic accidents However. this decline stagnated in 1986 lt rvas
time to aim at a safer system of trafl lc and transpor-tation To create such a system. specific
measures rnust be taken. among others directed at the infrastructure, at characteristics of the
vehicle and at the behaviour of traffrc par-ticipants. As Íàr as the infrastructure of a road is
concerned, there are various shortcornings. The function of a road. its layout. and the
behaviour of traffic participants on it are often insufïiciently tuned to each other Most
problerns occltr at the 80 km/h roads. At these roads. drivers often speed. and there are rnajor
diflèrences in driving speed between vehicles Violation of the rr.rles is often elicited. or at leasr
rnade possible. by the structure of the road To bring about saÍè traÍIc behaviour. the road
should give irnmediate feedback to an error Such an ideal type of road has been called a "self--
explaining road" A self-explaining road would raise the right expectations through
unequivocal information. This can be accomplished by using unique road elements E,ven so. if
a rule is broken. the irnrrediate feedback wil l rnake the road user behave correctly again

What should a self-explaining road look l ike. which criteria should be applied to the
design of such an ideal type of road? To answeÍ such a question. it f irst is important to know
in general what the impact of road environments is on the driver and his driving behaviour In
other words. it is imporlant to know which elernents of a road environment are perceived by a
driver. and in which way the perceived road elements affect the driver It has been assurred
that the pleasure in driving, which especially on motorways determines the chosen drivinq
speed. is influenced by the subjective appraisal ofthat road environment By discovering which
variables influence subjective appraisal. and in which way. this knowledge can be used in
future road designs A road can be designed in such a way that only if the driver chooses a
speed that conforms with the desired driving speed. his subjective appraisal wil l be optirnal

This thesis has as ultimate goal to contribute to the research on road environments and
their irnpact on the driving performance. Chapter I introduces the three coÍnerstones on which
the research has focused (visual) perception. state ofactivation and subjective appraisal The
relationships between these cornerstones. as well as the relationships between a cornerstone
and driving behaviour, are described briefly A model by Steyvers and Brookhuis (1989a) is
introduced in which the relationships between road environment. road user and vehicle are
represented Some modiÍlcations to this rnodel have led to a second model which is shown
subsequently This adjusted model shows all elements of the research project This thesis has
two main purposes. The first one is to explore the nature of the various relationships between
the driver, his driving behaviour and the road environment. To study the various relationships.
the elements in the model must be measured. This has led to the second purpose of this thesis.
which is the testing of several research instrurnents or measures with regard to their usefulness
in the studv of the above-mentioned relationships
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Chapter 2 discusses the Ílrst cornerstone of the research in greater detail, being the
visual perception Although several modes of perception play a role in car driving, rnost
inÍbrrnation is gathered using the eyes. Due to this. the research has focused on visual
perception only The physiology of the visual system is discr.rssed since this is underlying the
visual perception Knowledge of the visual svsterx can aid a better understanding of certain
hurnan errors in tratïlc Another subject that is dealt with is the visual perfbrmance The goal
of visual perÍbrmance is to answer questions bv cornbining exterior visual inÍbrrlation with
expectaticlns generated by internal processes. ThereÍbre, a person takes in visual information
selectrvely. Two possible explanations to account for seiective intake of inlbrrnation are
discussed and related to Íbveal vision and peripheral vision The eye fixation is presented as a
lneans to measure visual perÍbrmance. at least the fbveal vision Next. the l indings of sorre
experirnents on visual performance and the driving task are discussed. On basis of consulted
literature several hypotheses are formulated regarding the visual performance during the
drir"ing task. To end with. the visual perÍbrnrance is related to the state of activation

Chapter 3 discusses the second cornerstone ofthe research. the state ofactivation and
related topics To start wrth. the inforrnation processing systern is discussed During the
perÍbrtnance of the driving task, the driver continuously processes inÍbnnation. So far, none of
the rnodels that describe the processing of inforrnation has succeeded in explaining the l imited
capacity of the brain with respect to infbrrnation processing Never-theless. the classical
neurophysiological theory of Pribrarr and McGuinness is introduced, in which three
rurechanisrns are assurned arousal. activation and effo11 Next, attention is paid to the Íact that
cluring the perÍbrrrrance of the driving task. a driver is under a physical. an emotional and a
rnental load Furlher. it is discr-rssed that mental load and ernotional load can be measured bV
certain psychophysiological activity. Three cardiovascular pararneters (mean inter-beat-interval
time. the arnplitude of the 0 10 Hz component and the variation coeÍïrcient) and the activitv of
two Íàcial muscles (the frontalis and the corrusator supercil i i) that have been used in the
research are discussed. After dwell ing shorlly on the state of activation during the
perÍbnnance o1'the driving task. some specific hypotheses are formulated on this subject To
end with. the state ofactivation is related to subjective appraisal.

Chapter 4 deals with the third cornerstone of the research. subjective appraisal oÍ-the
road environrnent lt starls with a deÍlnit ion of subjective appraisal. Subjective appraisal of the
road environment appears to be an under-exposed subject and the few experiments perÍbnned
are discussed To end with. sorne specific hypotheses are tbrrnulated regarding the subjective
appraisal of the road environrnent during the performance of the driving task

Chapter 5 describes four research instruments the Road E,nvironrnent Construct l- ist
(RhCt-), the Eye Mark Recorder (EMR), the instrurnented test vehicle and a visual road
simulator (the Viascoop).

Chapter 6 discusses an experimerrt in which visual perception, state of activation and
subjective appraisal of the road environment were studied during a ride on a pan of the A-2
motorway in the Netherlands. along which a visually conspicuous noise barrier is situated
I'-rorn this part of the A-2 motorway, a scale model was available which could be used in the
Viascoop The airn of the experiment was to find out whether there are any diflerences
between a ride on the real road and a ride in a scale model Nso. in this exneriment it was
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checked whether the use of the EMR influenced the processes under study Twenty-two male
subjects drove twice on the real road and twice in the Viascoop on the rnodeled road Each
second ride only, the EMR was mounted on the head of a subject The results of this
experiment first of all show that the subjective appraisal of the road environment does not
differ between the real road and the modeled road. The visual perception and the state of
activation, on the other hand, did dif ler between the real road and the modeled road. Also. the
driving behaviour difïered between the real road and the modeled road. On the real road. the
subjects clearly moved away from the noise barrier. a phenomenon that was not witnessed on
the modeled road Further, it appeared that the EMR only influenced the standarddeviation o1'
the steering wheel movements Finally, sorne of the specific hypotheses frorn Chapter 2, i and
4 are addressed in l ight of the results of this experiment.

Chapter 7 discusses two experitnents in which subjective appraisal of the road
environment. state of activation and visual perception (second experiment only) are studied
while subjects were looking at slides, showing photographs of two roads that dif lèred quite
strongly with regard to their road environment. The roads are photographed under several
circumstances of daylight and traffic density (day versus night, busy versus quiet) The aim oÍ'
the study was to find out which elements of the road environment are perceived. what kind of
influence these perceived elements have on the state of activation. and what kind of subjective
appraisal is brought about by that parlicular road environment Twenty-two rnale subjects
participated in the first experirnent, in the second experiment there were twenty-four The
results of the experiments show that the subjective appraisal of the road environment. the state
of activation, and the visual perception differ between the two road environments. However, it
is unclear what kind of influence both types of road environment have on rnental load Finally.
some of the specific hypotheses from Chapter 2,3 and 4 are addressed in l ight of the results of
this experiment.

Chapter 8 discusses an experirnent in which subjective appraisal of the road
environment. state of activation and driving behaviour are studied on two roads that diÍIered
quite strongly with regard to their road environment Both roads had one section that had been
adjusted infrastructurally and one section that rernained in the original state The
infrastructural adjusturents had to bring about a speed reduction by encouraging a driving
speed that was at or below the prevail ing speed limit of 80 krn/h The mechanisms by which
the set of infrastructural nteasures work are mental load and feelings of discomfor-t lf a driver
is driving over 80 km/h he should be under a higher rnental load and feel uncomfortable The
aim of the study was to find out, in particular, if the speed reducing measures worked and
whether the two road environments had a different impact on the efiicacy of the measures
Furthermore, it was irnportant to check that the set of rneasures did not lead to unsafe driving
behaviour. Twenty-eight male subjects participated in the experiment The results of the
experiment among others showed that the measures led to a speed reduction. Moreover.
driving over 80 km/h led to a higher mental load and feelings of discornfort The set of
measures did not bring about unsafe driving behaviour lt also appeared that the type ofroad
environment is not of major importance to the eÍïicacy of the set of measures. Finally. some of
the specific hypotheses Íiom Chapter 2. 3 and 4 are addressed in l ight of the results of this
exDenment.
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Chapter 9 discusses several research instruments or measures with regard to a number
of criteria, being construct validity, reliabil i ty, sensitivity, applicabil ity and usefulness. Next,
the various relationships between road environments, visuai perception, state of activation,
subjective appraisal ofthe road environment and driving behaviour are discussed in l ight ofthe
findings of the four experiments. An important conclusion is that changes in the road
envlronmental characteristics can influence driving behaviour by influencing the state of
activation and the subjective appraisal of the road environment. Furthermore. the adjusted
model in Chapter I is extended by adding the influence of external Íactors (such as traÍlc
density and time of day) to it. The conclusions regarding the specific hypotheses from Chapter
2, 3 and 4 are summarized, followed by some thoughts ón the notion self-explaining road.
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